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Objectives

● After the session, the attendee will be able to highlight the value 

of conducting a real-time epidemiologic research study during an 

ongoing pandemic supported by genomic laboratory evidence.

● Participants will be able to understand the importance of whole 

genome sequencing (WGS) as a method for differentiating 

persistently positive COVID-19 cases from SARS-CoV-2 reinfection.

● Attendees will be able to compare the advantages and 

disadvantages of using genomic sequencing paired with case-level 

epidemiologic interview data to monitor genetic changes in the 

virus, over time, through enhanced surveillance of SARS-CoV-2 

variants.



Background



2020 Research Questions - Re-interviews

I. How do persistently positive COVID-19 cases’ initial 

infection differ from subsequent SARS-CoV-2 

reinfections, considering indicators of disease severity 

(symptoms, pneumonia, hospitalization, death)?

II. Is reinfection risk greater in congregate settings or for 

patients with repeat exposures to confirmed cases?

III. What can be learned by comparing reinfection cases to 

others with the same exposures in a healthcare facility 

outbreak?

*Re-interviews: to improve exposure and

disease severity data quality



Methods



Expanded 2020 Study - Case Definitions

● 2020 COVID-19 cases with 2 +MATs >90 days apart 

(N=800) using these revised criteria

● Likely Persistent Positive (PP) cases: those with 1 or 

more intervening +MAT during the 90 day interval, but 

the specimen collection date must be >14 days after 

1st +MAT (and without a neg MAT w/in 2 days of +)

● Likely Reinfections (Reinfx): those with

2 or more intervening neg MATs (at least 1 with 

specimen collection date 14-21 days after initial +)

● Cases with insufficient evidence or data to classify as 

either Persistent Positive cases or Reinfections



Study Selection Criteria for Likely Persistent Positive COVID-

19 Cases and SARS-CoV-2 Reinfections, 2020 Analysis



Days Between Confirmatory Test Results for 2020 COVID-19 Cases, 

with Two or More Positive MAT Specimens Collected >90 days Apart



2021 Revised CSTE Case Definition



Results



2020 — 2021 Results

2021: Total possible SARS-CoV-2 reinfections

(2 MAT+s >90 days apart, includes 2021 only Sp. Coll. Dt.)

● N=1,466 w/ Case Count=1 (Confirmed only)

● n=265 Likely Persistent Positive COVID-19 cases

● n=75 Likely Reinfections

'20-’21: Total possible SARS-CoV-2 reinfections

(2 MAT+s >90 days apart, includes ‘20-’21 Sp. Coll. Dt.)

● N=10,057 w/ Case Count=1 (Confirmed only)

● n=1,780 Likely Persistent Positive COVID-19 cases

● n=389 Likely Reinfections



Study Selection Criteria for Likely Persistent Positive COVID-19 

Cases and SARS-CoV-2 Reinfections ‘20-’21 Analysis



Early 2020: ‘DOUG’ mutation &

Variants of Unknown Significance





Discussion
Case Studies





True Persistent Positive Case



True Reinfection
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